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The Audacity Interface (Part 1) 1.1. A Brief History of

Audacious The Audition program was first introduced to
the world in 2005, and since then it has become a real hit
in the recording software market.Among these programs

are MixPod and Audix Music Studio. In 2009,
AcousticMagic released the AcouStudio package, which

was distributed free of charge. Then, in 2012,
AcouSTUDIO released a version of Acoucaptor+ which
is distributed for a nominal fee. From that moment until

the release of the new version of Audatorix (with the
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release of version 1.23), the software package became
popular and was downloadable. Auditorix can be

downloaded free of charge from the project website,
where it will be described in detail. The author thanks

Sid Laurie for his help in creating these pages. one 1 The
Audacex and AudioTraks interfaces presented in the
book are distinguished by the presence of a variety of
tools for recording various types of signals. The ability

to record with preset virtual controllers is a feature of all
Audaces, including Ausy. Musical compositions in
programs can be recorded both using conventional

instruments (sets of oscillators, filters, manual settings,
etc.), and using virtual controllers controlled using

standard keys or from the Audasound interface (for
example, this is possible in the built-in library EASY /

CONTROLS). 2 Keyboards for recording music General
properties of keyboards [For more information about

keyboards, see: AudioCentric Introduced
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